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About This Content
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the game to do so with a few extra incentiv 5d3b920ae0
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English

Girl's Graveyard Is what I am reviewing, Fantastic game that starts sweet and ends extremely dark. It is a must play for the Yai
Universe. It is extremely simple compared to the other Yai games, but that I feel is part of it's charm. The story itself is
approached well, but sadly once it is laid out It "felt" like it was missing something. Then again maybe it was that way on
purpose knowing the developer.. This is a great way to support the developer(s) of this amazing game. + the artwork is worth it..
A nice, easy, afforadable way to support the developer of a FREE game. I'm sure he or she made the main game primarily as a
hobby or a fun side project, which I TOTALLY respect You REALLY do get your money's worth, for it's already cheap price..
This is a great way to support the developer(s) of this amazing game. + the artwork is worth it.. Very good extra content, with
fantastic music, great plot, and some really tough action gameplay of a sort you almost never seen in an RPG Maker game. It's
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honestly maybe just a little bit too tough, or perhaps that's just a personal issue. either way, I had a great time with this.. Same
quality as the main game (i.e.. Girl's Graveyard mini-game is a little bit hard.
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